Abstract
Introduction
Mobile computing is characterized by many constraints: small, slow, battery-powered portable devices, variable and low-bandwidth communication links. These constraints are not artifacts of current technology, but are intrinsic to mobility. Together, they complicate the design of mobile information systems and require rethinking traditional approaches to information access and application design. Mobility intensifies the tension between autonomy and interdependency that is characteristic of all distributed systems, Finding approaches to reduce power consumption and to improve application performance is a vital and interesting problem. Many approaches have been developed to address these issues. They range from hardware to software lcvel approaches.
Designing applications that adapt to the challenges posed by the wireless environment is a hot rescarch area. One group of approaches concentrates on mobile applications that adapt to the scarce and varying wireless link bandwidth by filtering and compressing the data stream between a client application on a portable devicc and a server executing on a stationary host [ 1, 4, 6, 7, 10, 24] . Data compression in a client-server application is done at one of two places. [4, 10] enhance the server 10 generate a data strcam that is suited for the currently available bandwidth. Others [ 1, 7, 24] extend the client-server structure to a client-proxy-server structure, where a proxy executes in the wireless access network, close to the portable unit. This proxy filters and compresses the data stream originating from the server to suit the current wireless bandwidth. This filtcring and compression is transparent to the application-layer protocol (such as HTTP), but not to the underlying transport protocol (such as TCP). In fact, almost all systcms follow a "split-TCP" approach, where data is downloaded completely to the proxy, transcoded there, and then forwarded to a portable host.
A second set of approaches provides general solutions that do not change the data stream, focusing on improving TCP throughput [2, 3] . They usually treat IP packets as opaque, i.e., they neither require knowledge of nor do they cxploit inlormation about thc data stream. While this addresses issues such as high link error rates and spurious disconnections, it does not address the low bandwidth offered by most wireless technologies, nor docs it address to problcm of limited resources at thc portable dcvicc.
In our work, a mobile application consists of objects containing functionalities. A mobile application can consist of two sets of objects, onc residing at the portable device, and the other residing at the proxy scrvcr. These sets change according to the mobile environment and the rcsourccs of both devices, similar to [8, 10] . Thc basic idea here is that the object graph will bc rcconfigurcd as needed to adapt to the current execution environment, eithcr at startup or whenever there is a change in the environment. This paper discusses our mobile code toolkit and demonstratcs thc fcasibility of this idea by reporting on our experience with a rcsource-intcnsivc mobilc application: an MP3 player. The results show that both increased application performance and reductions in powcr consumption are possible but not guaranteed by shipping the resourcc-intensive decoding to thc lcss constrained access nctwork.
The paper is organized as follows. Thc ncxt scction reviews the challenges in mobile computing. Section 3 discusses thc strategies to deal with thesc limitations and supporting toolkits. Section 4 describes our mobile code toolkit. Some performance improvements and powcr reductions achievable under certain environment conditions for our MP3 player are the topic of Section 5, our findings are summarized and future work highlighted in Scction 6.
Mobile Computing Challenges
Users on a daily basis are using portable devices frequently. Thcse types of devices can be classified primarily by their size, computational power, memory capacity, and power and battcry lifetime. For cxample, Personal Digital Assistant devices (PDAs) are small portablc computers running on AA batterics. They typically have no disk and are more constrained in terms or memory capacity and computational power than laptops, that have more computation power, memory, more storage capacity; howcvcr; their battery lifetime is shorter if we considcr typical use of these devices. Dcsigning, implementing and deploying applications that work well across all these devices has to address and overcome a number of obstacles. The major challenges can be categorized as follows:
*Mobility Management and Scalability. Wireless Communication. Portability. Thc research reported in this paper does not directly address the issue of Mobility Management. Some of the problems due to mobility in thc context of our work are discusscd in [22] . This paper focuses primarily on the remaining two categories.
Portable computers rcquire wireless network access, although sometimes they may physically attach to the network for a better or a cheaper connection when they remain stationary. Wireless connections are generally of lower quality than wired connections. Mobile application designs need to bc more concerned about the bandwidth consumption, and also have to cope with a much greater variation in nctwork bandwidth than traditional applications. An application can approach these challenges in one of thc following ways: 1. Assume high bandwidth and operate only while conncctcd via an appropriate high-bandwidth network. 2. Assume low bandwidth and do not take advantage of cxisting higher bandwidth where available. 3. Adapt to currently available resources, providing the user with a variable lcvel of quality of service. In our work, we aim to allow applications to exploit high bandwidth when available while reacting appropriately (and preferably transparent to thc user) when availablc bandwidths change drastically.
Finally, device portability brings with it its own sct of challenges. The design of portable devices strives for properties such as size, weight, durability and long battery life. Batteries are the largest single source of weight in a portable computer. While reducing battery weight is important, too small a battery can undermine portability, rcquiring the user to charge more frequently. Minimizing powcr consumption can improve portability by reducing battery weight and prolonging the lifc of a battery. Power can be saved not only by design, but also by efficicnt use of operations. Powcr management softwarc can power down some individual hardware components when they are in idle modc, for example, spinning down the intcrnal disk or turning off scrccn lighting. Applications can conserve power by reducing computation and communication.
In conclusion, mobile computing is characterizcd by many constraints and challengcs. These constraints are not a product of currcnt tcchnology, hut they are related naturally to mobility. Together, they complicate the design of mobile information systems and rcquire rethinking traditional approaches to information access and application design. Mobility intensifies the tension betwccn autonomy and interdependency that is characteristic of all distributed systcms. Thc relative resource shortage of portable devices as wcll as their lower trust and robustness arguc for rcliancc on static scrvers. The necd to cope with unreliable and low-performance networks, as well as the need to he sensitive to power consumption argues for self-rcliance. Any feasible approach to mobile computing must strike a balance bctween these competing issues. This balance cannot be static as the mobile computing environment changes; it must rcact, or in other words, the applications must be adaptive.
Related Work
Application adaptation is a very active research area. Thcrc are basically two approaches to adaptation: application-aware, exemplified by Odyssey; and application-transparent, as in the Coda Filc System.
In Odyssey [14] , a monitor is establishcd to monitor rcsources such as CPU cyclcs; bandwidth and battery power, and to interact with each application to best exploit these resourccs. The csscnce of this modcl is a collaboration effort hctwccn the systcm and the individual applications. The system monitors thc resourccs levels, notifies applications of rclcvant changes, and cnforces resourcc allocation decisions. Each application indcpcndently dccides how best to adapt whcn notified.
Coda [21 j is an application-transparent adaptive support system. Coda provides clicnts, particularly mobilc ones, with highly available access to files. Coda presents a single, global namespacc to clients organized in volumes, which are sub-trccs of the namespace. Thc client cache manager, Venus, is solcly responsible for coping with the consequences of mobility. Coda dcals with the hest and worst possible nctwork conditions, and it adapts to conditions hetwccn these end points.
As these cxamples dcmonstratc, mobile applications need to bc capable of responding to time-varying wirelessQoS and mobile-QoS conditions. Mobile signaling should be capable of establishing suitable network support for adaptive mobile services. In the following sub-sections, we will explore some of the major tools and middleware that support adaptive mobile applications. Other, more recent efforts, that also support the migration o€ computation to more resource-rich locations are dcscribed in [13] and [19] . These efforts are primarily intcnded to support pervasive computing on embedded deviccs, a related but also somewhat different area (less emphasis on human users, cven more stringent device limitations, etc.).
Comma
Comma [ 111 provides an architecture and an API for adaptive applications. The API provides a simple and powerful way for application developers to access the information required to easily incorporate adaptive behavior into their application. It provides easy-to-use methods to access this information, a wide variety of operators and ranges available to provide the application the information it needs when it necds it, a small library to link with to minimizc the overhead placed on the clicnt and to minimize the amount of data that nccds to be transferrcd bctween the clients and the servers.
Rover Toolkit
Thc Rover toolkit [IO] offers applications a distributedobject system based on thc client-server architecture. Clients are Rover applications that typically run on portable hosts. Servers, which may be replicated, typically run on stationary hosts and hold thc long-term state of the system. The Rover toolkit provides mobile communication support based on two ideas: re-locatablc dynamic objects (RDOs) and queued remote procedure call (QRPC). A rclocatable dynamic object is an object with a well-defined interfacc that can be dynamically loaded into a clicnt computcr from a servcr computer, or vice vcrsa, to reduce client/scrvcr Communication requirements. Queued remotc procedure call is a communication mechanism that permits applications to continue to make non-blocking remotc procedure calls even whcn a host is disconnected; requests and responscs are exchangcd upon network reconnection.
Sumatra
Sumatra [20] is an extension of the Java programming environment. Policy dccisions concerning when, where and what to move are left to the application. The high degrec of application control allows programmcrs to cxplore diffcrcnt policy altcrnatives for resource monitoring and for adapting to variations in resources. Sumatra providcs a resource-monitoring interfacc, which can bc used by applications to registcr monitoring rcquests and to determine current values of specific resources. When an application makcs a monitoring request, Sumatra forwards the requcst to the local resource monitor.
Mobiware
Mobiware [l] provides a set of open programmable CORBA interfaces and objects that abstract and represent network devices and resources, providing a toolkit for programmable signaling, adaptation management and wireless transport services. Built on an adaptive quality of service API, Mobiware consists of a set of controllers that interact with transport, network and medium-access controller distributed objects that maintain applicationspecific adaptive quality of service needs. Mobile applications use this API at the transport layer specifying a utility function that maps the range of observed quality to bandwidth. The observed quality index refers to the level of satisfaction perceived by an application at any moment. The adaptation policy captures the adaptive nature of mobile applications in terms of a set of adaptation policies. These policies allow the application to control how it moves along its utility curve as resource availability varies.
Summary
In general, current research leaves it the application to decide how to react to environment changes. The reaction could be filtering data, reducing the size of data, changing the data content, or limiting the computation of specific tasks if necessary. This argues for exporting the network state as well as available resources of the portable device to the mobile applications to be designed to he adaptive. In our work, we use Comma for this purpose. All reviewed approaches leave adaptation decisions to the application, requiring application developers to foresee and provide for all major changes in the execution environment. The main difference to our work is that we explore how to automate this adaptation, adding a degree of transparency for the application developer. We try first to use available remote resources to achieve the same task; otherwise, as last resort, we let the application do the adaptation.
Mobile Code Toolkit
The central concept of our framework is the proxy server host. A proxy server is an intermediate device that communicates with servers in the Internet using standard Internet protocols. Typically, a proxy server can be used for the following:
A proxy server can work as a filter receiving data from the Internet and compress received data according to the need of the portable device. For example, color video streams are converted to gray or black-and-white color, the quality of audio streams can be altered from stcrco to mono, or the replay sampling frequency can be reduced to minimize the amount of data transmitted over the wireless connection. An application can use the resourccs of the proxy server to increase the performance and decrease the powcr consumption by executing selected objects on the proxy server. For examplc, offloading heavy computation objecls such as decoders to a proxy server may reduce the CPU cycles on the portable device, the focus of our work reported here.
Toolkit Overview
In our approach, a mobile application is a composition of objects encapsulating functionalities. A mobile application consists of two disjoint sets of objects. One resides at the portable device, and the other resides at the proxy server. These sets change according to the mobile environment and the resources of both devices. The toolkit has a set of APIs, which provide the required functionality for moving objects dynamically. One instance of the toolkit executes on both the portable device and the proxy. There is no difference between the structure of the toolkit at the portable side and the proxy side, except that the object migration decision is taken at the proxy side, since the decision process consumes CPU cycles and other resources. The toolkit contains the following major modules:
Portable/Proxy Device Stute and Informution: monitors and delivers the state of the portable or proxy device as events to the Object Server, based on Comma. Changes in the bandwidth or changes in the power status are examples of the events that this unit exports.
Code Storage: storage of the validated classes filcs (bytecode) at the portable device. At the request of the proxy device, the code will be transferred to the proxy. Object References and Profiling (Object Graph): contains the reprcscntation of the application's objects along with the profiling information about these objects. This information will bc scnd to the proxy server to be analyzed and the proxy server will decide which object must be shipped to its side according to the execution environment. Currently, this information is collected a priori and provided to the toolkit, future work will explore how to collect this information from an executing application with minimal overhead. Object Server: main core of the toolkit. It runs a thread that listens continuously to all the commands from a remote object server. Commands can be related to moving objects or related to the remote invocation of a method on a remote object. Remote Method Invocation Protocol: marshal and unmarshal a method's parameters. Dynamic Decision: analyzes the profiling information of application's objects. It resides only at the proxy server. Having decided which objects need to bc executed at the proxy server, it will issue a command to the remote object server to download the objects. Communication Control Layer: simulates wireless links in terms of low bandwidth. We chunk the data streams being sent through the communication layer into pre-determined sizes based on empirical tests. We introduce a controllable amount of delay between data chunks, which allows us control the throughput dynamically at run time for testing purposes. As mentioned earlier, a mobile computing application needs to be aware of resource availability and changes in the mobile environment. Thus special abstractions must be provided in order to deliver these changes to an application. We model all changes as cvents, which are delivered to objects. Interested objects in an application must define an event handler through which the events, such as change in the powcr state and link bandwidth, can be handled, similar to [23].
Toolkit Design
Our goal is to have an extended Java Virtual Machine enabled with a toolkit that facilitates the mobility of objects between portable host and proxy server in a dynamic manner, transparent to the application designers and users. This toolkit is designed to work on PDAs.
Because of the PDA constraints mentioned earlier, the toolkit must have a small memory footprint. Other existing ORBS and object mobility toolkits we surveyed (such as Objectspace Voyager [15] or Sumatra [201) do not support the handheld platforms and have a relatively huge memory footprint.
To start moving objects of an application betweon hosts, the notion of a remote rcfcrence is rcquired. Java does not support a remote reference of objects automatically, but it supports the notion of interl'aees, which is key to the implementation of a proxy pattern [181. Serialization is the process of taking the member data of an object and representing it as a serial stream of bytes, usually for the purpose of storing the data in a file or database. Scrialization, when combined with a socket connection can also be used to transmit the stdte of objects from one placc to another. All of thcse elcments takcn together opcn the way to a mobile codc toolkit. 
Proxy Objects
Every movable object of an application that will work on our toolkit needs to be associated with a proxy object that has the same interface. Other objects will not refcrcnce application objects directly, but they refcrcnce them through their proxies. In Figure I , Object B references Proxy of Object A, not Object A itself. 'This will facilitate moving objects without worrying about changing references of other objects to it. Moving Object L1 will not rcquirc moving Object A to the proxy server as well. However, at the proxy server, a proxy of object A must he created to forward the calls to Object A at thc portable device. Also, a new proxy of B will be instantiated at the proxy scrvcr to allow local objects there to refcrcnce B. Figure 1 to the proxy server. Migrating A does not require changing the reference to A in B since B references only the proxy of A. Any calls from B to A will be forwarded remotely through the proxy at the portable device. The proxy ofA at the proxy server again allows other objects to reference A without affecting the flexibility of moving A again to the portable device. It will also be involved in the remote method invocations as discussed below. Figure 4 illustrates the basic structure of invoking a method locally and remotcly from a proxy object. When the toolkit is initialized at the portable device and the proxy server, a socket connection is established during the initialization process of the toolkit. The same connection is used to send commands between virtual machines that arc running on both sides. For every local object that is created, a proxy object that holds the same interface as the object is created as well and assigned a unique number that represents the associated object. This unique number will identify the associated object as long as the associated object is alive, either local or remote. When an object is to be moved to the proxy scrver, the proxy as well as the objcct both will be serialized and shipped to the remote server, where they are deserialized and enabled for use remotely. If an associated object of a proxy object is moved, the local copy of the associated object will be finalized locally. When an object referencing a proxy is being serialized, both will he serialized, but not the associated object of the proxy being referenced. 
RMI Protocol

. Remote Invocation Method Protocol
When a method is invoked on a proxy object, the proxy will know whethcr the associated object is local or remote. If the associated object is local, then the proxy will lorward the call to the associated object through the reflection mechanism. If the associated object is a remote object, then the proxy object will send a request to the remote server asking for execution of the remote method on the specified object. Every remote execution method request is associated with a unique number that is used to kecp track of the results and the exceptions that might happen when invoking a remote method. In this request, the object identification number, method identification and method parameters are send. Upon receiving them at the remote server, the remote server will start searching for the corresponding proxy object. If the proxy object is found, then the server will ask the proxy to invoke the mcthod. Having invoked the method, results and exceptions are sent back to the local server which in turn will dispatch them to the right method through the unique trace number mcntioncd before. Every proxy object will be in waiting state while waiting for the exceptions or results to be back.
Distributed Garbage Collection
Knowing and determining when objects are no longer in use is a problem in distributed computing toolkits. In a nai've approach, we could just let Java's garbage collector reclaim objects. However, consider Figure 3 , where object A and a proxy to A exist on the proxy server. Since no other references to these objects exist locally, the local garbage collector will reclaim these objects, even though object B on the portable device still has a remote reference to objcct A. To dcal with this, wc create rcfercnces to cach local object and manage thcm via rcferencc countcrs to avoid thc premature finalization of ohjects. Only if an objcct is not heing refercnccd locally and rcmotely it should be finalized. This rcquires sending messages bctween thc portable devicc and the proxy server to keep the object refercnce counters updatcd.
Every object crcated in the toolkit is assigned a local and a rcinote rcference countcr. Thcse counters arc updatcd whenever a proxy objcct is referenced locally or remotely. Whenever a proxy object is not being refcrenced remotely and locally, it will bc linalizcd and garbage collected. IT the associatcd ohject of this proxy is local, then thc associatcd objcct will he finalized and claimed again by the garbage collector as wcll. If the associated ohjcct is remote, thcn the proxy object will inform thc rcmote objcct server to decrement the remotc refercnce counter for the associated object at thc remote site, which in turn garbage collects the object if there are no furthcr referenccs locally or rcmotely to the associatcd ohjcct.
Toolkit Performance
To obtain a first impression of our toolkit performance, we pcrformcd a few simple tests, comparing various aspects with Voyager 
Results
We implcnicntcd an MP3 player in Java to dcmoiistrate the feasibility of our general approach. We believe that future mobile applications will provide a rich media experience, above and hcyond thc currcnt focus on textual information. Supporting audio, video, and various graphics formats requircs relativcly powerful CPUs to decode thc incdia stream. MP3 is a good example of this due to the complexity of its encoderkiecoder algorithm, which makes it an ideal candidate to demonstrate the nccd for fast static hosts, i.e. proxy servers, to support thc relative resourceconstrained portable deviccs.
To automate our adaptation policy, we construct thc object graph of an executing application. The complete objcct graph consists of nodes that represent instanccs of classes with CPU time consumed to achieve their functionality. Edges represent the cost of method calls and the data volume being transferred between nodes. CPU time and edge costs havc been deduced from the call graph that is provided by a toolkit called JProbe [9] . This toolkit is basically an instrumented JVM that monitors application objects and the method calls between objects. In our application, the object graph consists of essentially two groups of objects: one (smaller) group of objects implements the GUI and plays the decoded MP3 sound samples, a second (larger) group of objects interacts heavily while decoding an MP3 file into 16-hit sound samples. To construct the object graph, we ran the application on a number of different MP3 files on a Pentium I1 PC and averaged the rcsults.
We cxccuted the MP3 player under various emulated environment conditions and observed application performance and power consumption on the portable device. In these expcriments, we did not change any of the relevant parametcrs aftcr the application started. Based on the observed cnvironment, our run time system instantiates some objccts on the proxy server, others are creatcd on the portable device. Wc studied in particular the following parameters:
Available Bandwidth. *Relative CPU speeds (Portablc CPU: Proxy CPU). To ohscrver thc importance of the second parameter, the rclative CPU spccd, wc fixed thc bandwidth to 1000 Khps, so it docs not rcpresent a scarcc resource. A Windows CE PDA and a laptop were used as portable dcvices. The PDA runs a RISC processor at 75 MHz and the laptop runs a Pentium proccssor at 133 MHz. The proxy servcr is a 350 MHz Pentium I1 PC. Thc performancc of Java applications depends primarily on thc pcrformance of the JVM. Both laptop and proxy server run relativcly high performancc JVMs. The JVM on the PDA, on the other hand, is very slow, so the relative CPU speed degradcs considerably. Wc benchinarked the performancc of each JVM with a few simple Java applications to obtain a rough idea about the relative performance difference. The JVM on the PDA executes our applications approximately 116 times slower than the JVM on the proxy server. The relative performance difference between laptop and desktop was much smaller, with the JVM on the laptop being only about 4 times slower.
The experiments are based on decoding MP3 coded audio frames, with the assumption that output is mono, with a sampling rate of 11025 Hz, and 16 bits per sample (which will impact the network traffic when decoding is done remotely and is based on the the sound-card quality in low-cost handheld devices). To predict the achievable performance by executing a set of objects, either remotely or locally, a number of equations were derived. We use these predictions to explore whether any gains in performance and reductions in power consumption can be achieved by offloading any of the clusters derived by our clustering algorithm to the proxy server. The detailed equations and results are discussed in depth in [17] .
These results demonstrate that available bandwidth is an important factor. If the bandwidth is the bottleneck in the system, neither reduction in power consumption nor increases in MP3 player performance can happen, no matter what the relative CPU speed is. However, if the bandwidth is not the bottleneck, then the relative CPU speed becomes a decisive factor in incrcasing the performance and decreasing thc power consumption at the portable device. It is possible to save power and increase performance of the MP3 player if the entire decoder will be executed remotely and the PDA only works as sound player. These improvements can be very dramatic: if the CPU on the PDA is (relatively speaking) very slow, and we have plenty of bandwidth, the application will execute up to 20 times faster if decoding is done at the proxy, consuming only 5% of the power it would take to decode the MP3 file locally (i.e., on the PDA).
The computation power of the portable device is an important factor as well. Using the laptop as portable device, an MP3 player that dccodes locally always performs better than decoding at the proxy. Transmitting the raw sound sample over the wireless link consumes so much time and energy that the gains achieved by decoding the samples on a faster machine are more than erased.
Overall, the results show that it is not always bencficial to ship code to more powerful proxies to gain performance and/or decrease power consumption. The benefits depend on network characteristics and relative CPU speed. We also expect them to depend on the graph topology and the data traffic volume between objects. For our sample application, an MP3 player, migrating the decoding component to a more powerful proxy leads to a considerable decrease in power consumption as well as an increase in the performance when executing on a Windows CE PDA and having access to a relatively high-quality wireless; however, it is not worth shipping the MP3 decoder remotely when using a laptop as portable device.
Conclusions and Future Work
Finding approaches to reduce power consumption and to improve application performance is a vital and interesting problem. We suggest a new approach in which an application's objects will he split dynamically between the portable device and fixed hosts according to thc portable device and fixed host's availablc resources and wireless network state. To support our approach, we designed and developed a mobile object toolkit, based on Java. With this toolkit we combine JVMs on both the proxy server and the portable device as one virtual machine from the application point of view to dynamically split applications object between JVMs. The results show that it is possible to simultaneously improve application performance and reduce power consumption by shipping the entire MP3 decoder to the proxy server in the casc of a slow portable device.
A number of issues need to he addressed in future work, some of which is currently under way. We are working on improving the mobile object toolkit. The main improvement to our toolkit optimizes the RMI protocol. Another improvement deals with proxy objects. TO support location-transparcnt invocation of methods, each object is associated with one or more proxy objccts. Currently, we manually code these proxy objects; however, we plan to develop tools to automate this process (similar to Voyager) and integrate it with the toolkit. Finally, we plan to port the toolkit to Palm OS, which provides a more limited JVM than Windows CE.
A second area is to complete the automation of the dynamic application partitioning process. Our results reported here indicate which parameters are important, based on a predefined object graph, obtained by tracing a few executions with JProbe or other profilers. What we are currently lacking arc ways to monitor live application executions to build object graphs with minimal overhead. We can then experiment with scenarios where either the application behavior or the execution cnvironment changes drastically while the application executes. Such changes in the cxccution environment could result from user movements (moving into an area of' substantially different network connectivity), the passage of time (as the battery drains, we would expect powcr saving considerations to become more important), or the actions of other users (as more users start offloading code to a shared proxy server, the relative CPU difference will change). Intuitively, we would expect the run time system to rebalance the application accordingly. However, shipping objccts at run time is not cheap. So we need to cxplore how to balance the resulting overhcad with the anticipated performance gains and power reductions, in particular in execution environments that change rapidly. Finally, while our results reported here show that there is no trade-off between power reduction and performance improvement, previous work [16] indicates that therc may well he such trade-offs for other applications. In these cases, we need to identify how to balance conflicting objectives. One possible solution could be to allow the mobile user to select preferences that prioritize objectives.
A final area of possible future work is the interaction between application-aware and application-transparcnt adaptation. The MP3 player we implemented docs not react to changes in bandwidth, for example by reducing sampling rate or audio quality. In our experiments, wc fixed the output playing rate and the sampling size. Further study is required to show how application adaptation policies affect and interact with the automated adaptation by our toolkit.
